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A PERRON-TYPE INTEGRAL 
OF ORDER 2 F O R R I E S Z S P A C E S 
A N T O N I O B O C C U T O 
(Communicated by Anatolij Dvurečenskij ) 
ABSTRACT. In this paper we introduce a Perron-type integral of order two in 
Riesz spaces. We prove some fundamental properties and give applications to 
Fourier series. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we introduce a Perron-type integral of order two for functions 
defined on a subinterval [a, b] C R and taking values in a Dedekind complete 
Riesz space i t , we prove some properties of this integral and compare it with the 
Perron integral of order one, which was introduced in [3] and which is equivalent 
to the Henstock-Kurzweil integral introduced by B. R i e c a n in [10] (see also 
[11; Chapter 5] and its bibliography). In the case R = R, the Perron integrals 
of order two and order n were investigated by several authors: among them we 
recall B u l l e n [5], J a m e s [7] and S k l y a r e n k o [12]. 
In general, even in the real case, the classical Perron integral of order one 
is not sufficient in order to integrate all convergent trigonometric series. In this 
paper we show that, if / is a map defined on [a, b] and with values in L°(X, B, ji), 
where (X, i5, //) is a measure space with /z positive, cr-additive and a -finite and 
X is the "time" space, and / can be represented as a sum of a trigonometric 
series, convergent pointwise with respect to the "space" variable and almost 
everywhere with respect to the "time" variable, then / is Perron integrable of 
order two. We note that the technique here used are slightly different than the 
classical ones, in the sense that in the classical case it is "natural" to assume 
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that the major and minor functions of order 2 satisfy some suitable conditions 
up to the complement of countable sets or of sets of Lebesgue measure zero. The 
classical approach is not "natural" in Riesz spaces, substantially because there 
are some Riesz spaces R and Lipschitz functions / : [a, 6] -> R that are not 
differentiable in any point of ]a,b[ (see [1; pp . 311-312, Remark 4.38]). So we 
suppose that the involved major and minor functions satisfy weaker conditions: 
however we have to require some hypothesis on the "nature" of major and minor 
functions, in order that our Perron integral of order 2 is well-defined (in Riesz 
spaces it is not trivial to prove this last property). Moreover we want that at least 
some elementary properties of our Perron 2 integral are satisfied: for instance, 
the fact that every function Perron 1 integrable is Perron 2 integrable too . To 
require only uniform continuity of the major and minor functions allows us to 
give a positive answer to the above problems and questions, by giving a definition 
of Perron integrability of order 2 that looks quite "simple". Furthermore, we 
remark that in the literature, in the classical case, to require different properties 
for the considered major and minor functions of order 2 can "generate" different 
types of Perron integrals of order 2 (see [5; p . 226]). 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper, R is the set of all real numbers, R+ is the set of all 
(strictly) positive real numbers, R^ is the set of all non negative real numbers, 
and R is a generic Dedekind complete Riesz space. Moreover, we denote by A 
the set (R + y° ' , where [a,b] is a subinterval of R. The set A is endowed with 
the following ordering: 
(Vx e [a,b])(A BSxyS2 <=> Sx(x) < S2(x)). (1) 
We observe that (A, y) is a directed set. 
DEFINITIONS 2.1. Let (A, y) be a directed set. A net (rx)XeA of elements of 
R is said to be order-convergent (or (o)-convergent) to r £ R if sup inf rA = 
pGA X>zp 
inf suprA = r . An (o)-net (px)\e\
 ls a n v decreasing net of positive elements 
peAxyp 
of R, order-convergent to zero. A sequence (qn)n in R is called (o)-sequence if 
it is decreasing and inf q = 0. 
n 
A Dedekind complete Riesz space is said to be super Dedekind complete if 
every subset Rx C R, R ^ 0, bounded from above contains a countable subset 
having the same supremum as Rx. We observe that, if (X,B,fi) is a measure 
space with \i\ B —•> R̂ j" cr-additive and a -finite, then the space L°(X,B,/J,) is 
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super Dedekind complete, where L°(X,B,fi) is the space of all extended real-
valued /i-almost everywhere finite and //-measurable functions, modulo /z-almost 
everywhere equal functions (see [8; pp. 126-127, Example 23.3.(iv)]), 
A Dedekind complete Riesz space is called algebra if there exists a "product" 
map • : R x R —.> R, compatible with respect to sum, order and order limits. 
Given a function / : [a, b] —r R, we say that / is linear in [a, b] if there exist 
two elements of It, a a and a2, such that 
(\fx G [a, b]) (f(x) = xa1 + a 2 ) , (2) 
Given a map / : [a, b] —> R, we say that / is convex in [a, b] if for every xx,x2 G 
[a, b] such that xx < x2 and for each t G [0,1] we have: 
f(txx + (1 - t)x2) < tf(xx) + (1 - t)f(x2). (3) 
A map / : [a,b] -» R is said to be uniformly continuous in [a, b] if there exists 
an (o)-sequence (pn)n such that we have: 
(VneN)(Vt,xe[a,b])(\t-x\<l/n =--> |/( t) - / ( x ) | < pn) . (4) 
A mapping / : [a, b] —J> I? is said to be uniformly differentiate in [a, b] if there 
exists a function g: [a, 6] —> It such that 
(o)-lim (sup{ | ^ 5 ^ - g(x)| : u,v,x G _4n}) = 0 , 
where An = {u, v, a; G [a. 6] : u ^ v and x - 1/n <u <x <v <x + 1/n} for 
all n G N. As a consequence of the properties of (o)-convergence, we see that 
such a function g is unique. In this case, the map g will be called the uniform 
derivative of / , or simply derivative, when no confusion can arise. 
We now recall the Maeda-Ogasawara-Vulikh representation theorem for Riesz 
spaces. 
THEOREM 2.2. Given an Archimedean (Dedekind complete) Riesz space R, 
there exists a compact extremely disconnected topological space fi, unique up 
to homeomorphisms, such that R can be embedded order densely as a (solid) 
subspace of 0^(0.) = {/ G R n : / is continuous, and {LJ : | / ( ^ ) | = 
+00} is nowhere dense in Q} . Moreover, if {a A } A G A is any net such that 
G R for all A, and a = supa A G I? (where the supremum is taken a 
л 
with respect to It), then a = supa A with respect to C^Q), and the set 
A 
I UJ G fi : (sup ax J (u) ^ sup ax(uj) > is meager in fi. 
A ' A 
The following result holds: 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a Dedekind complete Riesz space, Q be as in 
Theorem 2.2. Assume that f: [a, b] —> R is a bounded function. For all u £ fi, 
define fu : [a, b] -* R by setting 
(Vxe[a,b])(fjx) = f(x)(u)). (5) 
Then f is uniformly continuous if and only if the set 
{u G -1 : f^ is not continuous in [a, b]} 
is meager in fi. 
The proof of Proposition 2.3 is analogous to the one of [1; Proposition 3.8]. 
3. The Perron integrals of order 1 and 2. 
We now recall the Perron integral of order 1 in Dedekind complete Riesz 
spaces, which was introduced in [3] and the Henstock-Kurzweil integral in 
Dedekind complete Riesz spaces, and we will introduce the Perron integral 
of order 2. For a survey of the main properties of the Perron integral of order 
two in the real case, see [7] and [14; pp. 86-91]. 
DEFINITION 3 .1 . Let I? be a Dedekind complete Riesz space, and / : 
[a, b] -> I?. We say that G: [a, 6] -» R is a major function of order 1 for 
/ i f 
3.1.1) G(a) = 0; 
3.1.2) there exists 5 G A such that f(0(v " u) < G(v) ~ G(u) f o r e v e r y choice 
of points u,v, £ G [a, b] such that f - 5(0 <u<£<v<£ + 5(0. 
A map K: [a, 6] -> R is said to be a minor function of order 1 for / if 
3.1.3) K(a) = 0; 
3.1.4) there exists 5 G A such that f(0(v ~ u) > K(v) ~ K(u) f o r a11 w, v, ^ G 
[a, b] such that f - <J(f) < i / < ^ < ^ < ^ + 5 ( 0 • 
From now on, if G and K are a major and a minor function of order 1 for 
/ , and 5X and 52 satisfy 3.1.2) and 3.L4) respectively, then w
Te say that St and 
52 are compatible with G and K respectively; moreover we denote by Qx and 
JCX the classes of all major functions and all minor functions of order 1 for / 
respectively. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A function / : [a, 6] -> R is said to be Perron integrable 
(shortly (V) -integrable) of order 1 in [a, b] if / has both major and minor 
functions and 
inf [G(b)] = sup [K(b)] eR. (6) 
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The common value I, in (6) will be called (V) -integral of f, and we write 
(V)f f(t)dt = If or (V)ff = If. 
a a 
We now recall the Henstock-Kurzweil integral in Riesz spaces (see [10], [1]). 
A decomposition of [a, b] is a set of the type {(A{, £{) : i = 1 , . . . , n) , where 
{-4J"=1 is a family of pairwise nonoverlapping intervals of [a, b] and ^ £ A{ 
n 
for all i = l , . . . , n . If IJ A{ = [a, b], then the decomposition {(-4i5£-) : i = 
i=l 
l , . . . , n } is called partition. Given a decomposition E = {([^_i ,a;J5£;) - i — 
1 , . . . , n} and a function S £ A, we say that F7 is 5-fine if x^ — x^_x < 6(£{) for 
all i = 1 , . . . , n . 
DEFINITION 3.3. A function / : [a, 6] -> i? is said to be (ft) -integrable 
(Henstock-Kurzweil integrable) if there exists an element Y G R such that 
(o)- lim [sup{|5(/ , E) — Y\: E is a o~-fine partition of [a, b]}] = 0, 
where E = ( [ x ^ x j , ^ ^ , 5( / ,F ; ) = £ / ( ^ O ^ . - x - ^ ) . The element F will 
6 6 
be called (ft) -integral of / , and we write (ft) / /(£) dt = y or (ft) / / = Y. 
a a 
Given a (ft)-integrable functions / : [a, b] —>  i?, we observe that / is inte-
grable on every subinterval of [a, 6], and set: 
{ ( f t ) / / if a < x < 6 , (7) 
0 if x = a. 
The map F ( 1) will be called the (ft) -integral function associated to / . 
In [3] we proved that the Henstock-Kurzweil integral and the Perron integral 
are equivalent in Dedekind complete Riesz spaces. 
We now prove the following result, which in [2] was proved for super Dedekind 
complete Riesz spaces, and which will be useful in the sequel. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be any Dedekind complete Riesz space, f: [a, b] —> R be 
a Henstock-Kurzweil integrable function and F^ be as in (7). Then F^ is 
uniformly continuous in [a, b]. 
P r o o f . First of all we observe that F^ is bounded, by virtue of [1; Propo-
sitions 3.4, 4.37]. Let Q be as in 2.2, and let Qx and 1C1 be the classes of all 
major functions and all minor functions of order 1 for / respectively. For all 
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w G l l and x G [a, b], let /_,: [a, b] —•> R be as in (5). Given G €Gl and K G /Cx 
and CJ G fi, let us define G^,K^: [a, b] -» R as follows: 
GJX) = G(X)(UJ), KJx)=K(x)(u) for all x € [ a , 6 ] . (8) 
As / is (%)-integrable, by Henstock's Lemma (see [1]) there exists an (o)-net 
(Ps)seA s u c n t n a t ^or a i 1 ^ ^ -^ w c have: 
X{ 
Í2\m)^i-i-^)-^)jf\< Pí 
for each 5-fine partition E = { ( [^_ 1 ? -cJ ,^ ) : i = 1 , . . . , n} . 
For every 5 G A, define x,*: [a> b] -> I? by setting Xs(a) = 0 and: 
(V- € ]a, 6]) (x , (x ) = sup{ t I / & ) ( * . " - V J - (W) / / 
V ^ Z = l ' Xi_i 
{{[xi-iixi\iti) '• i = l, . . . - ^ } is a £-fine partition of [a, x] M . 
(9) 
It is easy to check that Xs 1S nondecreasing, Xs(b) < Ps^ a n ( l t n a t ^ ( 1 ) + Xs 1S 
a major function of order 1 and F^ — Xs 1S a minor function of order 1 for / . 
We denote by Ax the following family: 
Ax = {<*_: [ a , b ] - > R : (Vx G [a, &])((*-» = min{S(x), l } ) ) , (10) 
and by £-_ and IC1 the subclasses of Qx and Kx such that for every G e Gi there 
exists u5^ G Ax such that (Vx)(G(x) = F
( 1 ) (x) + x^Or)) a nd for each K G KTX 
there exists ^ G Ax such that (V.r)(K(x) = F^(x) - Xs^)) respectively. 
From the fact that the net (ps)seA
 1S a n ( 0 ) _ n e t it follows that 
0<PSl<Pi for all S1eA1, (11) 




r = sup F(1)(*)+Pi_, (13) 
x£[a,b] 
s= inf F{1)(x)-Pl. (14) 
xG[a,6] ~~ 
Let ft be as in Theorem 2.2 and N* be a nowhere dense subset of Q such that 
r(u) G R and s(a;) G R for all u G ft \ iV*. We have: 
in f_G(6) - sup_ /^ (b )=0 (15) 
G£Gi KefCi 
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and thus there exists a meager set N0 ^ IV* such that: 
m[_G(b)(uj) - sup_K(b)(uj) = 0 (16) 
GeGi KeJd 
for all UJ G 0, \ N0. Since the difference between any major function of order 1 
and any minor function of order 1 is nondecreasing (see [3; Lemma 2.5]), from 
(15) and (16) we get: 
in__G(x)~ sup K(x) = 0 (17) 
GeGi KZKI 
uniformly with respect to x G [a, b] and 
inf G(X)(UJ)~ sup K(x)(u) = 0 (18) 
GeGi KeKx 
for all UJ G -1 \ 1V0 and uniformly with respect to x G [a, b]. 
Since G and K are major and minor functions of order 1 for / respectively, 
then for all UJ G fi \ N0 the maps G_, and Ku are major and minor functions of 
order 1 for fu respectively (where the space I? is replaced by R): we denote the 
class of such major and minor functions by the symbols Qx and K," respectively; 
furthermore, let Q" and K% be the classes of those functions G" G Q" and 
K? G /Cf such that there exists G_e Q[ with G^(x) = G(x)(u) for all x G [a, 6] 
and such that there exists K G Kx with K"(x) = K(X)(UJ) for all x G [a, 6] 
respectively. For all u G £2 \ N0 we have: 
0 < inf G,(x)- sup Kx{x) 
Gi€G? KiG/C? 
< i n f . G » ( x ) - sup I<:(x) 
G?eG? K?ejc? 
= mi_[G(x)(uj)] - sup [K(X)(UJ)] ( 1 9 ) 
GeGi KeKl 
= \ m__G(x)](uj) - \ sup K(x)](u) = 0 
lG€Gi J L KelCl J 
uniformly with respect to x G [a, b]. From (19) it follows that for all u G £2 \ N0 
we get: 
X X 
((H) j f(t)dt\(u) = (U) jfjt)dt for all xe[a,b}. (20) 
a a 
Now for each u G fi \ IV0 and a; G [a, b] let 
F » = F^(x)(u,), FJx) = (-H) J fjt) dt. (21) 
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Since Fu(x) — Fu(x) for every u € Q \ N0 and x G [a, b] and since Fu is 
continuous for each u G ft \ N0, then obviously F^ is continuous for each 
u G fi \ jY0. From this and Proposition 2.3 it follows that F^ is uniformly 
continuous in [a, b]. • 
We now introduce the major and minor functions of order 2, which will be 
useful in order to define the Perron integral of order 2 in Riesz spaces. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let It be a Dedekind complete Riesz space, and / : 
[a, b] -> R. We say that a uniformly continuous function \I>: [a,b] —> R is a 
major function of order 2 for / if 
3.5.1) *(a) = *(6) = 0; 
3.5.2) there exists 8 G A such that 
« ( { + » - . » ( a + t ( ( - » > 
liz 
for every £ G [a, 6] and for all h G R+ such that f, £ + /i, £ — h G [a, b] 
and |/i| <<*(0. 
From now on, we denote by Q2 the class of all major functions of order 2 for / . 
A uniformly continuous function ^ satisfying only 3.5.2) is called pre-major 
function of order 2 for / . 
We say that a uniformly continuous function $ : [a, b] —•> R is a minor func-
tion of order 2 for / if 
3.5.3) $(a) = $(6) = 0; 
3.5.4) there exists 8 G A such that 
• K - m - ^ O + Xt - * ) < / ( 0 (1B) 
for every £ G [a, 6] and for all h G R+ such that (, ( + ft, ( - ft G [a, 6] 
and |/i| <<J(0 . 
From now on, we denote by /C2 the set of all minor functions of order 2 for / . 
A uniformly continuous function ^ satisfying only 3.5.4) is called pre-minor 
function of order 2 for / . 
Analogously as in the case of major and minor functions of order 1, from 
now on, if ^ and <$ are a major and a minor function of order 2 for / , and 
Sx and 52 satisfy 3.5.2) and 3.5.4) respectively, then we say that 8X and 82 are 
said to be compatible with \I> and $ respectively. 
We now state the following two Lemmas, which are essential in order that 
our Perron-type integral of order 2 in Riesz spaces is well-defined. For the sake 
of clearness, we first state these Lemmas, we give the definition of our integral 
and in the sequel we will prove the Lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let f: [a, 6] -» R have both major and minor functions of or-
der 2. If $ G G2 and $G/C 2 , then we have: 
*(x) < $(x) for all x G [a, 6]. (24) 
LEMMA 3.7. Under the same hypotheses as in Lemma 3.6, if $ ̂  G2, 0 ̂  /C2 
and there exists c G]a, b[ such that sup \I/(c) = inf $(c). then we have: 
sup *(x) = inf $(x) (25) 
P̂GC?2 $ < E / C 2 
uniformly with respect to x G [a, b]. 
DEFINITION 3.8. A map / : [a, 6] -> I? is said to be Perron integrable of 
order 2 (or briefly (V2)-integrable) in [a, b] if / has both major and minor 
functions of order 2, and if the following equality holds: 
sup *(x) = inf $(x) (26) 
uniformly with respect to x G [a, b]. In this case, the map F^: [a, b] -» I? which 
associates to every x G [a, b] the common value in (26) is called the (V2) -integral 
function associated to / , and we will write 




/ = jp(2) (x ) ; xe[ayb]. (28) 
a,6,cr 
P r o o f of L e m m a 3.6. Let ft be as in Theorem 2.2, and let * and $ 
be any major function and any minor function of order 2 for / respectively. Let 
us define T: [a, b] —» R as follows: 
T(x) = *(x) - *(s) for all x G [a, 6]. (29) 
Let S G A be compatible with both $ and $ . For each f G [a, 6] and / iGR + 
such that f -f /i, cj — /i G [a, 6] and |/i| < 5(£) we have: 
tf (£ + h) - 2*(0 + tf (£ - ft) > $(£ + h) - 2$(0 + $(f - /i), (30) 
that is: 





Since ^ and $ are uniformly continuous, then T is uniformly continuous too, 
and hence bounded. Thus there exist a nowhere dense set N** C ft and L** G R 
such that: 
(Vx G [a,b])(Vu eft\N**)(\T(x)(u)\ < L**(u) G R) . (32) 
For each u G ft \ N** and x G [a, b], define T^: [a, b] -> R as follows: 
TJx) = T(x)(u). (33) 
We observe that by virtue of Proposition 2.3 there exists a meager set N C ft, 
N D N**, such that Tu is continuous in [a, b] for all cu G ft \ IV; moreover for 
every LJ e ft we have: 
T ^ + ft) - 2TJO + TJZ - ft) > 0 (34) 
for each f G [a, b] and /i G R+ such that £ + ft, f - ft G [a, b] and |ft| < 6(£). 
Thus, by virtue of a well-known theorem on real-valued convex function (see [13; 
p. 23, Theorem 10.7]), we have that for every u G ft\N the map T^ is a convex 
function such that TJa) =TJb) =0. From this it follows that TJx) < 0 for 
all UJ G ft \ N and x G [a, b]. Since the complement of a meager subset of ft is 
a dense subset of ft, we get that TJx) < 0 for all UJ G ft and x G [a, b] and 
hence T(x) < 0 for all x G [a, b]. This completes the proof. • 
P r o o f of L e m m a 3.7. Let ft, # , $ , T, N be as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.6. Since T^ is convex for all UJ G ft \ N and the complement of a 
meager subset of ft is a dense subset of ft, it follows that T is convex in [a,b]. 
Fix now arbitrarily c ^]a,b[, and pick x G [a,c[. From convexity of T in 
[a, b] it follows that: 
Since T(b) = 0, we get: 
T(c) -i—-- < T(x) for all x G [a, c[. (36) 
b — c 
Since F(c) < 0 and b — x <b — a, from (36) we obtain: 
T(c)
b-^ < T(x) for all x G [a, c[. (37) 
b — c 
Proceeding analogously as above it is possible to prove that: 
T(c)^^<T(y) for all ye]c,b]. (38) 
c — a 
From (37) and (38) it follows that for every c e]a, b[ there exists a positive real 
number C* such that for every x G [a, b] and for every ^ G G2 and $ G K2 we 
have: 
C* • [tf (c) - $(c)] < *(x) - $(ar) < 0 . (39) 
From (39) the assertion of Lemma 3.7 follows. • 
We now investigate some properties of the (7>2)-integral function. 
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PROPOSITION 3.9. Let f:[a,b]->R be (V2)-integrable, F{2) be as in (27), 
* G G2 and $ eJC2. Then * - F
{2) and F{2) - $ are convex. 
P r o o f . Proceeding analogously as in the real case, it is easy to check that 
the pointwise supremum of any arbitrary family of convex functions is a convex 
function. Now, as * — $ is convex for every \I> G G2 and for each $ G /C2, we 
get: 
*(x) - F{2)(x) = sup [$>(x) - $(*)] , 
*G/C2 (40) 
F{2)(x) - $(x) - sup [*(x) - $(*)] 
uniformly with respect to x G [a, b]. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.9. 
• 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let f:[a,b]->R be (V2)-integrable, and F{2) be as 
in (21). Then F{2) is uniformly continuous in [a,b]. 
P r o o f . The assertion follows from the fact that the major and minor funct-
ions of order 2 are uniformly continuous by definition and that suprema and 
infima of uniformly continuous functions are uniformly continuous, as it is readily 
seen. D 
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 3 .11 . If fx,f2: [a,b] -» R are (V
2)-integrable, then fx + / 2 is 
(V2)-integrable too, and we have: 
{V2) | (A + /2) = {V
2) J /. + (V2) J f2 . (41) 
a,b,x a,b,x a,b,x 
Moreover, if f: [a, b] -> R is (V2)-integrable and c G R, then cf is (V2)-inte-
grable too, and we get: 
(V2) Jcf = c(V2)J f. (42) 
a,b,x a,b,x 
We now prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.12. / / / : [a,b] -> i? is (V2)-integrable in [a,b], then f is 
(V2)-integrable in every subinterval [af,bf] C [a, b]. 




 M] the classes of all 
major functions of order 2 for / , all minor functions of order 2 for / , all 
major functions of order 2 for / | r / ^'] and all minor functions of order 2 for 
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/ |ra/ y i , where / |ra/ yi is the restriction of / to [a', 6']. For every * G G^^ 
and $ G /d>0,61, let us define * 0 : [a, b] -> It, $ 0 : [a, 6] -> I? as follows: 
* 0 ( x ) = *(x) - *(a ' ) - W " ^ (
f l / ) ( a . _ a / } f ( ) r a l l x e rfl? fej ^ ( 4 3 ) 
$ 0 (x) = $(x) - $(a ' ) - ^ " ^ ( x - a') for all x G [a, 6]. (44) 
Since no confusion can arise, wre denote still by ^ 0 and $ 0 the restrictions to 
[a',b'] of ^ 0 and $ 0 respectively. Let S G A be compatible with ^ and $ . It 
is easy to check that 
* 0 ( Q ' ) = *O(&') = * O ( «
, ) = * O ( 0 = 0 
and that for every £ G [a, b] and h G 1R+ such that £ + /i, £ — /i G [a, 6] and 
W < #(£) we have: 
Ф 0(£ + Һ) - 2Ф0(Ç) + Ф0(Ç -h) = Ф(£ + Л) - 2Ф(0 + Ф( í - h), 
Ф0(£ + h) - 2 Ф 0 ( 0 + Ф0(Ç - Л) = Ф(í + h) - 2Ф(0 + Ф(Є - ft) • 
(45) 
From (45) it follows that ^ 0 G G
l
2
a',b'] and $ 0 G /C^' '
6 ' 1 . 
Let now G0 '
 a n d /C0 ' be the subclasses of Q% '^
J and /CJf ' whose 
elements \I>0 and 3>0 are such that there exists ^ G £2
 s u c n t n a t ^ 0 c a n 
be represented as in (43) and there exists $ G /Of' J such that $ 0 can be 
represented as in (44) respectively. For every x G [a, 6] we have: 
0 < inf $(x) - sup *(x) 
ФЄ/C! [a',b'] -tea'0 ' '6 '1 
< inf Ф0(х) - sup Ф0(х) 
Ф(Ь') - Ф(а') 
< inf 
Фєкt ' 
Ф(x) - Ф(а') 
ò ' - а ' 
(x - a!) 
sup 
ФЄЄ l°.<>] 
ад.,м.«(I-„., = 0. 
(46) 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.12. D 
We now compare the Perron integral of order 1 with the Perron integral of 
order 2 in Riesz spaces. We begin with a proposition, whose proof is straight­
forward. 
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PROPOSITION 3.13. Let / : [a, b] -» I? be such that $ft is a pre-major func-
tion of order 2 for f and $^ is a pre-minor function of order 2 for f. Then 
the maps \I>: [a, b] —> R, $ : [a, b] —> R, defined by setting: 
* (b) - \I> (a) 
$( i ) = $,(a;) - $#(a) - - ? l i — A i ( i - fl) for all x G [a, b], (47) 
d> (M _ $ (a) 
$(j) = $ , ( x ) - ^ ( a ) - ^ _ a
 ; ( - r - f l ) M a// x € [a, 6], (48) 
are a major and a minor function of order 2 for f respectively. 
In the sequel we will say that \P and $ are the naturalized major functions 
of \£#, 3>+ respectively. 
We now prove the following: 
THEOREM 3.14. Let R be any Dedekind complete Riesz space. If f: [a, b] —> R 
is Perron integrable of order 1, then f is Perron integrable of order 2 . Moreover 
we have: 
b x 
(V2) J f(t) dt = -^-^(<H)JF\t) dt + {U)J>(i) dt, (49) 
a,b,x a a 
where F ( 1) is as in (7). 
P r o o f . First of all we observe that the (H)-integral function F^ is 
(H) -integrable in [a, 6] because it is uniformly continuous (see Lemma 3.4) 
and every uniformly continuous Riesz-space-valued function is (H) -integrable 
(see also [6; Theorem 2]). Let G G Gx, K G /Cx and 5 G A be an element 
compatible with both G and K. Set 
X X 
tf (x) = (U) I G(t) dt, $(x) = (W) /" JC(t) d£ for all x G [a, b]. (50) 
a a 
We observe that $ and $ are uniformly continuous, by virtue of Lemma 3.4. 
Fix now arbitrarily f, u, t> G [a, 6] with f — S(£) < , u < £ < f < c ; + 5 ( 0 , and 
suppose that v — £ = £ — u and denote this common value by h. 
Let H G [f, v]. Taking the Henstock-Kurzweil integral in 3.1.2) (where u and 
v are replaced by f and y respectively) and integrating with respect to y G [£, ?;] 
we get: 
*(«) - *(£) - G(0(« - 0 > - y - « - ")2 • (51) 
Proceeding analogously as above it is possible to check that 
*(«) - * (0 + G(0(£ - «) > -^-(« - 0 2 • (52) 
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From (51) and (52) we have: 
*(«) - 2*(0 + *(u) > h2f(0 . (53) 
From (53) it follows that * is a pre-major function of order 2 for / . Proceeding 
analogously as above, it is possible to check that $ is a pre-minor function of 
order 2 for / . Let QL and KL be the subclasses of Q2 and /C2 such that every 
element of QL is the naturalized major function of the (U) -integral function of 
some maps of Qx and each element of fCL is the naturalized minor function of the 
(U) -integral function of some mappings of /Cj respectively. For every x G [a, b], 
we get: 
0 < inf $(x) - sup V(x) 
#elc2 ^e£2 
^J*i $ *W" SUP *.(*) $*<Elct vmegt 
= inf 
ï jG(t)dt 
/ G ( í ) d ť - ^ - ( x - a ) 
J b — a 
(54) 
sup /Ä"(ť) d í - ^ - ( x - o ) 
j o - a 
The assertion follows from (54) and from the fact that 
X 
inf G(x) = sup 7 v » -= (U) I f(t) dt 
G^Gi KetCi J 
a 
uniformly with respect to x G [a, b], which implies: 
X X X 
inf (U) f f(t)dt- sup (H) f f(t) dt = (U) f F{1)(t) dt. 




We note that, even in the real case, there exist some (F>2)-integrable func-
tions, which are not (7D)-integrable. (see [13; pp. 86-87]). 
DEFINITION 3.15. We say that a function / : [a, 6] -> R is second uniformly 
differentiable if there exists a function g2: [a, b] -> R such that 
(oHirn^ (sup{ | / ( ^ ) - 2 / ( C H / ( ^ _ g 2 ( 0 | . zth e B n j ) = o, 
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where Bn = {x e [a, 6], h e R+ : f + ft € [a, 6], £ - h e [a, 6] and \h\ < 1/n} 
for all n E N. 
The map g2 will be called the second uniform derivative of / , or simply 
second derivative when no confusion can arise. 
Remark 3.16. It is easy to see that, if / is uniform differentiable with deriva-
tive /-_, and if fx is uniform differentiable with derivative / 2 , then / is second 
uniform differentiable, and its second derivative is / 2 . The converse in general 
is not true, even in the case R = R; indeed, the Heaviside function, defined as 
follows: 
f 1 if 0 < x < 1, 
H(x) = \ 0 i fx = 0, (57) 
: - 1 if - \<x < 0 
V — 
is second uniform differentiable, but not continuous, and hence not uniform 
differentiable. 
THEOREM 3.17. Let / : [a,b] —;> R be uniformly continuous and second uni-
formly differentiable, and let f" be its second derivative. Then f" is (V2)-in-
tegrable, and for every x e [a, b] we have: 
(b - a)(V2) J f"(t) dt = -(b - x)f(a) + (b- a)f(x) - (x - a)f(b). (58) 
a,b,x 
P r o o f . Let (pn)n be an (o)-sequence such that for all n G N we have: 
s u p { | / ( m ) - 2 / ( C ) + / ( ^ ) _ r ( g ) | : Xih€Bn}<pa, (59) 
where Bn, n G N, is as above. For each 5 e A and x e [a, b], set 
/,(*) = / ( Z ) + P , y , (60) 
X
2 
95(x) = f(x)-p&—, (61) 
m*)-i.i*)-lb-xW'l_l;-')m. <«> 
M*)-^*)-*-*1"^-''^. (63) 
It is easy to check that /£ and g*5 are a major function and a minor function 
for / " respectively, and that: 
i.*/ x . r */ x . / x (& — x)f(a) + ( # — o)f(b) „ r , . 
sup / ;(x) = mf <tf(x) = / ( x ) - ^ )JK v ^ ^ for all x G [a, b]. 
«5eA <*£--* o — a 
(64) 




Let R be a Dedekind complete Riesz space. Analogously as in the classical 
case it is possible to give the definition of uniform and total convergence of series 
and of series of functions. Let us denote by L° the space L°(X, # , / i ) , where 
(X, #, fi) is a measure space with ft: B -> KQ~ <T -additive and a -finite. We recall 
that in L° order-convergence coincides with almost everywhere convergence. A 
stochastic process f is an element of (L°) , where I is a proper connected subset 
of EL Throughout this section, we will deal with periodic stochastic processes 
of period 2TT: SO we can assume, without loss of generality, that J = [—27r,27r]. 
We will consider the Fourier series associated with a stochastic process / , that 
is (formally) the series 
oo 




an = — (H) \ f(x)cosnx dx, bn = —(H) I f(x)smnx dx (66) 
— 7r — n 
for all n G N, provided that the right members of (66) make sense. 
We now give an application of Theorem 3.17 to the trigonometric series asso-
ciated with stochastic processes, and we show that the Perron integral of order 
two is such that, in a certain sense, every trigonometric series everywhere con-
vergent in [—27T, 27r] and almost everywhere convergent with respect to t G X is 
the Fourier series of its sum. We observe that, even in the real case, this property 
is not satisfied by the Perron integral of order 1 (see [14; p. 86]). 
We begin with recalling the definition of regular matrix (see [13; p. 74]): 
DEFINITION 4 . 1 . Given an infinite matrix of real numbers M — [an J n v 
oo oo 
( n , i / E N U { 0 } ) and n G N, set An = £ |a |, On = £ a , provided that 
these quantities exist in R. We say that M is regular if it satisfies the following 
properties: 
4.1.1) lim a = 0 for all v G N U {0} ; 
n—> + oo ' 
4.1.2) the sequence (On)n is bounded; 
4.1.3) lim A = 1. 
n-* + oc n 
If, for all x G [—27T, 27T] , p(x) = (Piy(x)) l / eNu/0\ i
s a sequence of functions de-
fined in [—27r, 27r] and with valued in L°, such that (o)-lim p..(x) = r(x) G L° 
i/—y-l-oo 
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for all x G [—27r,27T], and M = [a ] (n,v G Nl){0}) is a regular matrix, 
then for every x G [-27r,27r] let a(x) = (an(
x))nGNui0\ be that sequence of 
elements of L° such that 
oo 
°n(x) = J2anjPj(x) f o r a I 1 neNU {0} . 
j=o 
We write shortly a(x) = M • p(x) for all x G [-27T, 27r]. The sequence 
((7n(
x))nGNu{o} ls weU-defined for every x G [-27r,27r]: indeed, proceeding 
analogously as in the real case (see [13; p. 74, Theorem 1.2]), it is possible to 
prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let M be a regular matrix, and assume that Su: 
[—27T, 27r] -> L°, v G N, are such that there exist S: [—27r,27r] -> L° and 
O* C X such that fi(0*) = 0 and 
(Ve > 0)(Vt eX\ 0*)(Vx G [-27rf 2TT])(3I7 = V(e,t,x))(Vv > V) 
(\S„(x)(t)-S(x)(t)\<e). 
Let p„(x) = Sv(x), v € N, a; € [—2TT, 27r], and under the same hypotheses and 
notations as above let a_(x) = (<7„(a;))n6N = M • p(x). Then we have: 
(Ve > 0)(V* € X \ 0*)(Vx 6 [-27r,27r])(3n = n(e,t,x))(Vn > n) 
(\<rn(x)(t)-S(x)(t)\<e),
 ( 6 8 ) 
where O* is as in (67). 
The following theorem is an application of Theorem 3.17 and shows that in 
L° the sum of every trigonometric series convergent point wise in [—27T, 27T] and 
almost everywhere with respect to t G X is a (P2)-integrable function defined 
in [—27r,27r] and with values in L°. 
T H E O R E M 4.3. Let 
oo 
-~ + Y^(an cosna: + bn sinn.2;), x G [—27r, 27T] , (69) 
2 n = l 
be a series of elements of L°, whose partial sums Sn(x) satisfy (67) and 
lim a(t) = lim b(t) = 0 for almost all t G X. If S is as in (67), then S 
n—i>-foo n—>-foo 
is the sum of the series (69) and is (V2) -integrable in [—2n, 2n]. Moreover, the 
functions x H> S(X)coskx and x H> S(x)s'mkx, k G N, are (V2)-integrable in 
[—27r, 27r], and we have: 
ak = -\(V
2) f S(t)coskt dt for all keNU {0} , (70) 
-27r,27r,0 
bk = -\(V




P r o o f . Let An(x), n G NU {0}, x G [-2TT, 2TT] , be the general term of the 
series (69). Moreover, let us define the function F: [-27r,27r] —> L° as follows: 
F(x) ^a x2 4 t t o x E^ a„ cos nx + ò sin nx 
n = l n' 
xЄ [-2тг,2тг]. (72) 
It is easy to check that F is uniformly continuous in [—27r,27r], since the series 
in (72) is totally convergent. Proceeding analogously as in [13; p. 319], we get: 
F(x + 2Һ) - 2F(x) + F(x - 2Һ) 
Ah2 
V = \ ^ 7 
for all x G [-2TT, 2TT] and h G R+ such that x + 2/i, x - 2h G [-2TT, 2TT] . For all 





and let u(0) = 1 . Fix arbitrarily a sequence (hn) of positive real numbers, with 
lim h = 0 . From (73), for n G N and x G -27r,27r] such that x+2h. x-2h„ 
n-» + oo n x ' L J n n 
G [—27T, 27r] we obtain: 
F(x + 2K)-2F£ + F(x-2K)=±s^WK)-A^)K)\. P5) 
i /=0 
We note that the matrix [an v\n v = (u(vhn) — u((v + \)hn)) is regular (see 
also [13; p . 320]). Thus, by applying Proposition 4.2, it follows that for every 
sequence (hn)neN of positive real numbers with lim hn = 0 we have that there 
exists a set O* with /i(0*) = 0, 0* = O*((hn)n) , such that for all t e X \ 0 \ 
for each x G [—27r,27r], for every e > 0 there exists n = n(£,;r,£) such that for 
all n > n we have: 
F(x + 2hn)(t) - 2F(x)(t) + F(x - 2hn)(t) 
4hl 
- S(x)(t) <e, (76) 
where S is as in (67). This means that for all sequences (hn)n of real numbers, 
with lim h„ = 0, wre have: 
n-v+oo n 
(O)-Iim [SUP{ |^x+2/t„)-2FW + F(x-2/,„) _ 5 ( _ } | . 
x,x + 2hn,x-2hne[-2n,2n], 0 < \hn\ < S(x), n G N j ] = 0 . 
(77) 
Consider now the following quantity: 
/ = (0)-lim[sUP{ | Flx+2U)-2Fg) + Flx-2h) _ 5 ( _ } | . 
x,x + 2h,x-2h G [-27r,27r], 0 < \h\ < S(x)\\ 
(78) 
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From (78), by super Dedekind completeness of L°, it follows that there exists a 
sequence (h^ such that: 
/ = (o)-lim [sup{ | ^ ^ M - 2 ^ ) + ^ - 2 h l ) _ 5 ( x ) | ; 
x,x + 2hl,x-2hl € [-27r,27r], 0 < \ht\ < S(x)j\ . 
From (76) and (79) it follows that 1 = 0. Since L° is super Dedekind complete, 
from [1; Proposition 2.3, Proposition 3.8] it follows that: 
I = (oHim[suP{ | ^ ( ^ o - 2 y F ( a . - 2 f c < ) _ s{x)l: 
keni i ( g 0^ 
x, x + 2/i,, x - 2hx G [-2TT, 2TT] , 0 < |/iz| < 1/fc }1 . 
This concludes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
The proof of the second part is analogous to the one of [7; p. 305-306, The-
orem 6.2], where the theorem is proved in the case R = R. • 
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